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Quarterly Report – Q02/2018 

At a glance 

Review – 2nd quarter of 2018 

1. EPS Expansion

� Company earnings are set to rise at their fastest pace since the years immediately
following the financial crisis. Analysts expect the profits of companies within the 
S&P500 to increase by 26% this year, after last year’s 17%. In Europe, this year’s 
EPS expansion is 10%.  

� This explains the recent weakness of the Euro; during May and June of 2018, 
about USD 29 billion poured into the US stock market, while approximately USD 
13 billion left European Stock markets during the same time period.  

2. US Growth

� The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta predicted that the United States economy
could grow 4.8% in the second quarter. If so, this would be the second highest 
quarterly growth rate in the past decade. Unemployment is at multiyear low, 
retail sales are strong, consumer confidence is high, and inflation remains 
relatively subdued.  

3. Europe

� Despite the recent economic slowdown, the overall macro environment continues
to be positive—with low interest and inflation rates, ongoing QE (though on 
reduced level and with a planed exit), and moderate raw material input prices.  

� Even so, the modest EPS expansion of just about 10% may be explained by recent 
uncertainties related to protectionist policies, political risks, and extremely 
limited share buybacks. 

4. Higher energy prices

� It is estimated that the recent increase in gasoline prices is most likely eating
away one third of people’s savings from the Trump tax cuts.  

� Gas prices still have further to rise, since they are below the high reached a decade 
ago. 

5. Asset Rotation

� In recent weeks and against the expectations of many, investors did not exit the
market as the US Administration stepped up trade sanctions again Europe, China, 
and Canada. Since the administration started taking actions in February, the 
market has gained 2%. Investors therefore believe that the collateral damage—if 
any—will be manageable. 

� Making decisions based on the outcome of trade negotiations is difficult because 
the results are as yet unknown. This partly explains the “volatility around tweets” 
and the increased pace of asset rotations. See also our comments on page 8. 

6. Mini-Downswing

� When bond yield rise, interest rate-sensitive sectors in the economy feel the
headwind with some delay. The market concern is that the political instability of 
Italy and the trade war threats from the US come at a time when global growth is 
losing momentum.    

� Given this, we expect volatility to remain above average during the coming 
months, yet we do not see any looming concerns for a major crisis.  

� Mini-downswings usually last for six to eight months. During this period, bonds 
in general lose value; in the equity market, cyclical sectors and banks tend to 
outperform, while basic materials and industrials underperform. 

US Equities will raise by 5 % between 

now and end year! 

What happens to the stock market when 

the yield curve flattens by 100bp 

steepening? 
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Key concerns 

We have identified at least 12 known potential sources of risk that could impact the market 

in 2018 and beyond. In addition, issues that are not yet considered as potential sources of 

risk will be added to the list. 

Breakdown in US industrial activity: PP-ratio1: <10% 

Possible consequences: 

� Renewed US stocks market consolidation 

� EUR appreciates strongly 

� Yield curve steepening 

Sharp rise in commodity prices, and in particular, energy: PP-ratio: <10% 

Possible consequences: 

� EUR GDP underperformance 

� General risk-off by investors 

� Yield curve flattening 

Revival of the Philips curve (core inflation up): PP-ratio: <15% 

Possible consequences: 

� Term premiums up 

� Yield curve steepening 

� Debt (government, corporate, and private) sustainability issues 

Re-introduction of a custom tariff/trade war: PP-ratio: >40%, but < 60 % 

Possible consequences: 

� Disruption of industrial activities around the globe 

� Higher prices for consumer staples 

� Stock market corrections (based on lower EPS expectations) 

Increase in HY credit spread and increase of default rates: PP-ratio: <5% 

Possible consequences: 

� US stocks down 

� Wider credit spreads for HG issues 

� Volatility up 

Downturn in Chinese economic activity: PP-ratio: <5% 

Possible consequences: 

� Emerging market downturn 

� Commodity prices down 

� Forced liquidation of US Treasury, accompanied by a weak USD 

Unexpected increase in US public deficit, increase in twin deficit: PP-ratio: <15% 

Possible consequences: 

� Term premiums up 

� US downgrade 

� Weak USD 

1 PP-ratio: present probability ratio 
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Investment recommendations by type 

1. Equities:  

Short-term view:  -   Neutral 

Medium-term view: -  Strongly positive on new technology enabling the 

 4th economic revolution (robotics, automation, 

 artificial intelligence, and augmented reality). 

 Additionally, we have a strong view on specialty 

 retailers and US oil service companies. 

2. Bonds: 

Short-term view:  -   Negative 

Medium-term view: -  Risk/return characteristics are not attractive, 

 despite recent improvements 

- Holding US Treasuries is an effective way to 

stabilize a portfolio during times of greater 

uncertainty (macro and political). 

  
3. Credit: 

Short-term view:  -   Neutral because of rich valuation 

Medium-term view: - Strong overweight in corporate via short-dated 

investment grade bonds 

 
4. Metals: 

Short-term view:  -   Neutral because of stronger USD 

Medium-term view: -  Neutral to negative: with political and monetary 

 risks expected to dissipate over time, precious 

 metals are expected to lose their status of refuge 

 asset class. 

 
4. Commodities: 

Short-term view:  -   Neutral because of stronger USD 

Medium-term view: -  Should inflation pick up in an unexpected manner, 

 commodities prices would best reflect the adjusted 

 conditions. 

 
5. Structured solutions: 

Short-term view: -  In times of uncertainty, exploiting equity market 

 volatility by means of conditional capital 

 guaranteed structure appears to be an attractive 

 opportunity, as compared to both fixed-income and 

 equity markets.  

Medium-term view: -  Longer-term investors might consider long/short 

 strategies to create market neutral strategies. These 

 can be of particular interest in times one expects a 

 prolonged period with low correlation.  

 

 

 

 
 
Defensive companies are expensive! 

 

US Economy is growing fast! 

 

 

    Speed of interest rate increases matters. 

 

 
EU: GDP growth and core inflation rate 
(still at very low levels) 
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Investment recommendations by theme 

 
1. US Technology:  

Short-term view:  -   Momentum and revisions continue to be strong 

Medium-term view: -  The technology sector recovered from the March 

2018 correction. Leading IT providers recovered 

promptly and strongly. Sound demand and lasting 

secular trends (IIOT) will continue to generate 

revenues and profit growth.  

 

2. Energy/Oil services: 

Short-term view:  - Sector is highly correlated to headline news and        

geopolitical events  

Medium-term view:  -  We expect the barrel price to remain range-bound 

for the next quarters. This provides a positive 

tailwind to energy companies and in particular, to     

oil services companies.  

 
  

3. Pharma & Biotech: 

Short-term view:  -   Drug pricing issues impact short-term share price 

developments 

Medium-term view: -  Long-term drivers such as innovation, demo-

graphic trends, and the increasing importance of 

market implementation continue to dominate the 

sector. 

 - The healthcare sector in Europe is more 

conservative than in the US; from a historical point 

of view, the European healthcare sector looks 

inexpensive. Given these two characteristics, it is 

suited to conservative investors.   

 
 

4. Economy 4.0 

Short-term view:  -   FANG stocks are vulnerable due to regulatory 

threats  

Medium-term view: -  The importance of robotics, automation, AI, and 

AR continue to impact economic development 

around the globe. Data-intensive processes 

continue to increase and impact daily routine 

work. The investment case clearly remains intact. 

 

5. Bonus certificate: 

Medium-term view: -  Market volatility has increased substantially since 

the beginning of this year. Clients seeking passive 

exposure to the market and requiring some upside 

are advised to invest through structured products 

such as Bonus certificates. Previously, custom 

tailored structures have demonstrated superior 

performance when compared with simple passive 

strategies.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ISM: Industrials have suffered because of the 
sharp drop of GE.  
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Business economists worry about possible recession by 2020  
 
A group of top business economists expect that the major tax cuts pushed through 
Congress by the US administration will give a significant boost to economic growth, for 
this year and next. However, because of the statistical effects of the tax cuts and the 
administration’s approach to international trade, by early 2020, the US economy may well 
fall into the first recession since the financial crisis of 2007/2008. 
 
In its latest quarterly outlook, the National Association for Business Economics’ (NABE) 
panel of 45 economists predict that the economy as measured by the GDP should expand 
by 2.8 percent this year. That is down slightly from the panel's March forecast, which put 
GDP growth for this year at 2.9 percent. 
 
This lower figure is mainly due to the fact that three quarters of the NABE panel expect 
current trade policies to have a negative impact on the economy. During the last week of 
May, 2018, the US administration imposed penalty tariffs on steel and aluminum imports 
from major US trading partners—the European Union, Canada and Mexico—and has 
threatened tariffs on up to $200 billion in Chinese imports. These moves could trigger a 
global trade war, as the targeted nations promise to retaliate. 
 
Forecasters predicted that the economy should grow 2.7 percent in 2019, after their 
projected 2.8 percent GDP growth of this year. Both projections would be up from the 2.3 
percent growth of 2017 and the 2.1 percent average annual gains the country has seen since 
the Great Recession ended in 2009. 
 
The Trump administration is anticipating an even bigger boost to the GDP—3 percent or 
better over the next decade. These gains were projected in the expectation of the economy 
gaining momentum from the positive impacts of the president's economic program of 
lower taxes, deregulation and tougher trade policies aimed at reducing US trade deficits. 
 
However, many private analysts are more pessimistic. They note that underlying factors 
such as the retirement of the Baby Boomers and weak productivity gains will continue to 
depress long-term growth prospects. More importantly, the onshoring back to the US of 
activities once delocalized to Asia and LATAM is not expected to result in wage growth, the 
increase in the participation ratio, and higher general Opex. Rather, onshoring generally 
results in fully automated and robotized activities, with a number of low-skill jobs being 
created for surrounding side actions.  
 
It is due to these factors that private forecasters believe any positive effects derived from 
the Trump tax cuts will quickly fade. Asked when the next recession might hit, two thirds 
of the NABE economists envisioned one starting by the end of 2020, with 18 percent even 
more pessimistic, expecting the next downturn to begin by the end of 2019. 
 

Investment ramifications: 

Provided the economy falls into recession by the end of 2019, consumers would be 
expected to reduce spending on Consumer Discretionaries starting the second quarter 
2019. This is about six months earlier than the trend could be meaningfully captured 
by any statistic!  
 
It is important to note that during times of difficulty, people don’t stop spending; they 
simply spend differently. For example, consumers will downgrade from brand names 
to cheaper generics. This expectation provides an edge for retailers that excel with core 
products and use vast economies of scale. Given this, companies like WMT, PM, MO, 
CARR, ABI, and AD—to name a few—should do well. 
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Is the retailer apocalypse over? 

 

The retail industry is in transition—but in a good way. Trends reveal promising growth 
opportunities for retailers who are open to new ideas for creating more customer-centric 
experiences. 
 
Capex made by the retail industry are driven by the anticipation that consumers will spend 
more in the future than they do today. Analysis suggests that market growth is projected to 
reach a healthy 3.2 to 3.8 percent in 2018. There are some new trends emerging in regards 
to how consumers are best approached; these compass store formats and both on- and 
offline product experiences.  
 
However, traditional brick-and-mortar stores and the need for human employees will not 
disappear. In fact, we strongly believe that retailers who understand the importance of 
captivating consumers with real value-add in their product offerings (on- and offline) will 
enjoy higher profit margins as compared to the large digital opportunities. Already, some 
of these trends can be seen in specific sectors, such as whole food, health products, and 
leisure products.  
 
Successful businesses work to solve one single problem: How to capture the momentum of 
a broader social community who share a common goal. Examples of such communities 
might include groups interested in outdoor activities or seeking better product traceability.  
While these consumer groups have different objectives, they cluster around the shared 
broader idea of creating a better work-life balance. We generally find younger, single 
individuals in this consumer group; in particular, millennials respond well to this 
paradigm shift.  
 
Stores targeting this consumer profile undertake customer behavior analysis around their 
key products and recalibrate product offerings often by trimming them down to a few key 
segments. In addition, competitive businesses integrate a new operational model with 
IIOT, which empowers consumer to check on new arrivals, reserve products, plan for pick-
up, and make credit card payments. Understanding software opportunities (VR, AR, and 

MR)2 is part of the equation. These help empowering consumers to take control of their 
journey. The 2nd part of the equation is to understand Sustainability. This is becoming 
increasingly important for the end customer. They are not only concerned about their 
lifestyle, but also they do want to know where each product was manufactured and the 
product composition. These requirements will most likely generate a huge demand for 
Radio Frequency Identification Technology (RFID) will help companies building up the 
required digital cataloguing.  

Online competition is one thing, but no one can realistically take on Amazon, which will 
control about 1/3 of the e-commerce market share by 2020. Therefore, the real 
opportunity for retailers is not in trying to compete with Amazon and other giants! 
Consider a recently published study of more than 10,000 US consumers, which found the 
following: 
 

- 80% of survey respondents reported Facebook as the platform to see new 
products, with nearly 60% also flagging Instagram. 55% ended up buying a 
product online after discovering it through social media.  

- Based on global disposable revenues, relative household spending for food, 
entertainment and apparel spending is shrinking; its decline is still 
accelerating, with no end in sight. 

- Location-based personalization and advertising is of paramount importance. 
Google searches that included the phrase “near me” (e.g., “movies near me,” 
“restaurants near me”) have skyrocketed 900% in the past two years. 

 
This research clearly shows that managing online presence is of paramount importance. 
AI-supported communication systems and networks help improve customer experience  
 
 

                                                        
2 VR = virtual reality, AR = augmented reality, MR = mixed reality 

 
 
 
 

Off-the-shelf or tailor made? 
Who will provide what in the future? 
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and thus enable better future growth. No doubt, the market share of e-commerce will make 
further progress.  
 
Still, e-commerce happens around commoditized products and services, so entering into 
the right market segment is therefore key! 
 
 
In the meantime, the following facts illustrate how consumers still function: 
 

- 93% of all retail revenue is captured offline, and only 7% online (consumers 
estimated 60% and 40% respectively, but omitted purchases such as filling 
their gas tanks, etc.) 

- YoY growth for e-commerce is presently at 16% (as compared to 14% in 2016), 
while retail sales grew at 13% in 2017 (10% in 2016) 

- Amazon’s market share in e-commerce is now at 28% (20% in 2013); no other 
provider has been able to increase its market share over the same period 

 
 

Where to invest?  
 

Understanding this fundamental change toward e-commerce is key for entrepreneurs 
as well as investors. Companies that are leading the way in adopting advanced 
technologies will have strong price momentum and will therefore be expensive. Most 
the retailers have recovered recently from the low, but the real turn-around for the 
industry is still to come. 
 
While there is no clear leader emerging in the mass-retail redistribution industry, we 
have identified a number of key players in the area of lifestyle development. These 
companies primarily belong to the discretionary sector; within this segment, we are 
keen on UUA, EL, NFLX, N, ADS, and ZAL, among others. This range of companies is 
covered by our new certificate, available under CH0408529433. This is a 2-year 
product with annual coupons of 7.56%, paid quarterly. Capital guarantee conditions 
apply for this product; the term-sheet can be downloaded here. 
 
Additionally, we prefer to focus on companies that provide technologies to companies 
and end consumers. Through newly available technologies, end consumers gain a 
better product overview and can shop 24/7. On the side of companies, retailers can 
become visible around the globe, making niche products available to previously out-
of-reach markets. This obviously requires an adequate business model and an 
infrastructure to match.  
 
The list of enablers for the retail industry includes the following: Social media (FB, 
TWTR, SPOT); facial recognition (A6T); virtual reality (NVDA); IIOT (MU, ZBRA, 
FAST); Digital classification: ZBR, and point of sales (PYPL, INGC, V, and MA). This is 
not an all-inclusive list, but rather a selection of currently opportune business cases. 
Investors seeking an exposure to IIOT, Social Media, Robotics, and Automation, 
should consider investing in the Digital Age Transformation Certificate, available 
under CH33226567. This product contains an actively managed equity strategy, with a 
particular focus on companies enabling the digital transition. 
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What are our preferences? 

Key takeaways for 2018 

General: 

1. Interest rates on the rise in developed markets
2. US-driven economic cycle to continue (based on tax deal and share buybacks fully

supportive)
3. QE to be reduced to the lowest possible level in G-7 nations
4. Inflation likely to stay below expected levels
5. Possible trade war initiated by the US administration, destroying confidence in

the established system
6. On the back of trade retaliation, we assume that the prospects for a significant

market correction are genuine! However, this is by no means in the interest of the
present US administration for the following reasons:

7.
a. In the run-up to November mid-term elections, the present US

administration will want to unveil some positive announcements. A
stock market correction due to a political decision would be unpopular.

b. The stock market’s performance is an important cash-flow generator for
pension plans; a recent study of 9,000 pension plans shows a total
shortfall of over USD 224Tn, with much of this deficit due to past FC
2007/2008.

Overall, the outlook regarding an eventual trade war remains poor; in the near 
time future, headlines are likely to stay elevated, so there a chance that bears will 
get the long awaited market fall, albeit for the wrong reasons. If a trade war were 
to escalate, GDP and EPS growth, political stability, and consumer satisfaction 
would have a knee-jerk reaction, leading to a broad sell-off.  

Americas: 

8. Two more interest rate increases in 2018 and at least two in 2019
9. Tightening financial conditions and drag on the economy could lead the FED to

reverse the intended course of action
10. US Equities appear to be expensive; share buybacks generate a kind of self-

entertained value appreciation of around 10-12% per annum
11. Manufacturing gained speed after the dip in the first quarter, with further

progress to be seen in Q3 and Q4
12. Most of the expected monetary tightening, fiscal stimulus, and increasing

inflation (peaking in the next quarter) is already factored into current market
prices

Asia: 

13. Solid economic growth to be seen in EMA
14. China to surprise to the positive

Europe: 

15. Italy shatters European recovery; political risks surge after the establishment of
an almost anti-Euro government that is aimed at more fiscal spending

16. Consumer sentiment still improving
17. Based on a strong order book, after a weak Q1 GDP, we expect positive

developments for Q2
18. Macro indicators point to an even stronger €/$, but political uncertainties and a

potential trade war generate the opposite. The FX pair EUR/USD could dip into
the 1.10 - 1.15 range before rising back to 1.20 - 1.25.
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Expected Returns / 5Y-annualized 

In this brand new section, we will soon develop arguments and reasons for considering an 
amendment to your asset allocation. The main reason for this is that future expected 
returns will not match past average returns within developed markets. 
 
Financial markets have a long evolutionary history defined by ever-changing conditions; 
adaptation, innovation and competition are the key drivers in the shift. 
 
Research suggests that in the next five to ten years, markets and market participants will 
experience significant changes. These will occur along several dimensions, and each will 
have an impact on expected investment return and prevailing portfolio construction. 
 
Stay tuned for our next report, which will expand on the results shown in the column to the 
right. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Expected Fixed Income / Debt Returns   
5Y forecast-annualized  

  

 

 

Expected Equity Returns   
5Y forecast-annualized  
 
 

  

-4.00% -2.00% 0.00% 2.00% 4.00% 6.00%

Emerging Market Debt LC

US High Yield

Emerging Market Debot $

Emerging Market Corp

US Inflation-Linked

10Y US Treasury

Eurozone High Yield

Switzerland Bonds

Eurozone Corp. Bonds IG

Eurozone Government

10Y German Bund

Japan Government 

-4.00% 1.00% 6.00% 11.00%

US

Dev. Markets

Japan

Eurozone

Switzerland

UK

Latin America

Em. Markets (all)

Frontier Markets

Emerging Asia
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Sector Analysis 

Basic Materials 
 

The Basic Materials sector consists of industrial activities such as mining, primary 
extraction, and initial product transformations. Raw products and other components are 
then forwarded to industries which supply the broader industries, such as construction, 
industrials, some energy industries, etc. As a result, this is one of the key sectors which is 
exposed to changing economic behaviors in construction and in the automotive industry.  
 
As a whole, the basic materials sector seems to be predominantly mature in terms of its 
industry life cycle. Companies appear to be vastly competitive, and going forward, 
consolidation seems inevitable. However, the industry still faces many emerging trends, 
including the reduction of waste, raw material inflation, and innovation in global supply 
chain management. Nevertheless, capex remains well below historic levels overall, which 
should result in free cash-flows and eventually be supportive for M&A or share buybacks. 
 

Investment opportunities: 

Based on ongoing strong demand from DM and the accommodative monetary policy, 
we expect that cyclical material companies will outperform the larger market for the 
remainder of 2018. At present, the companies we like include PX, DWDP, BAS, CRAD, 
DSM, and TKA, amongst others. 

 

 

Consumer Staples 
 

The consumer staples sector includes food, beverage and tobacco products; non-durable 
household goods and personal products; and food and drug retailers. By definition, these 
companies are seen as a safe haven during periods of market downturn or uncertain 
economic conditions. Some years ago, the entire retail sector began a deep restructuring 
process, including cost-cutting and efficiency improvement processes. This improved the 
overall profitability of these companies; however, most of the progress was lost because of 
new online competition for base products. For this reason, consumer staples was one of the 
worst-performing sectors.   
 
Depending on an investor’s geographical investment orientation, one will be exposed to a 
different set of consumers. US Consumer Staples are mainly US-centric, while European 
Consumer Staples have high economic activity in emerging markets. Only a few companies 
have dominant exposure in all continents—primarily tobacco companies, which continue 
to offer attractive dividend yields due to their high cash-generative business models. 
 
Global growth continues to look fairly good; the majority of business managers surveyed 
world-wide indicate continued positive economic performance, although those readings 
have softened as of late. We also note that the landscape is becoming more and more 
competitive and that existing placeholders are being challenged by new market entries. 
This applies to both products/brands and new companies with a different business model 
–e-commerce with only a limited range of products available, but at attractive discount 
prices. Most often, these companies source their shops with low-cost emerging market 
productions. This has two dramatic impacts: first, local production is killed, driving people 
to supermarkets with cheap products sourced abroad; and second, existing establishments’ 
profit margins and earnings further erode, limiting restructuring capacities and ultimately, 
their capacity to proceed with a decent turnaround.  
 
Given the above, we expect that EPS expansion will not occur on improved sales figures 
and improved margins, but rather on the back of potential share buyback programs.  
 

Investment opportunities: 

Given the overall competitive outlook for the sector, investors should seek companies 
with strong balance sheets, low financing costs, and a strong focus on products and 
services. Because of the high absolute valuation and the limited upside potential, high 
yield dividend stocks are at risk; companies to consider include AD, ABI, BAT, NESN, 
EL, MO, and PM.  

 
 
 
 

Key figures for Europe: 

Target values: 
Present fair value (DJStoxx600):  380 

E12 months value (DJStoxx600): 445 

Upside potential:                             +17% 

 
Key economic ratios: 
P/E 2018 (E):   15.7 
P/E 2019 (E):   14.3 
Div. Yield 2018:  3.1 
Div. Yield 2019:  3.3 

 
Most likely next short-term move: 
DJStoxx600 flat/down 
DJStoxx50  flat/down 
SMI  flat/down 
DAX  flat/down 

 
 
Key names to look at: 

Strong intellectual property: 
- Roche 
- Novartis 
- Amadeus 

 
High competitiveness: 
- Siemens 
- Daimler 
- Gemalto 
- Richemont 
- Swatch 

 
Sustainable dividends: 
- ABN-Amro 
- Imperial Tobacco 
- Altria 
- Philip Morris 

 

 

The self-executing re-convergence supporting 

a positive stance for Materials sector.   
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Technology 
  

This sector’s YTD performance was largely driven by valuation rather than EPS Growth.  
While there are subsectors with attractive cyclical and structural growth opportunities, we 
note that the broader sector’s upside potential is limited. In the field of internet companies 
and in particular, Social Media companies, it should be noted that rising trade tensions, 
new regulations (GDPR), intrusive public and government scrutiny, and cyber risks for 
IIoT applications are worth monitoring.   
 

Despite soaring to record highs, the stocks of the sub-sector semiconductor remain 
relatively cheap, compared to both technology stocks in general and to the broader market. 
Brisk growth in revenues and earnings is being driven by the increasing use of chips in a 
growing range of consumer and industrial products. Lately, as noted by Barron, the 
semiconductor industry has now reached some maturity; the next possible step is therefore 
a broader industry consolidation. We expect a few companies to remain key beneficiaries 
of an industry-specific M&A consolidation; these share the recurrent themes of automation 
and robotics, AR and AI, and IIoT.  
 

The CFO of Broadcom provided the following rationale: "We do see potential targets that 
are consistent with our proven business model and also can drive returns well in excess of 
what we otherwise achieve buying our own stock and paying down debt. Our future 
acquisitions are much more likely to be funded with cash available on our balance sheet 
and without the need to flex the balance sheet much beyond our current financial policy of 
2x net leverage." We have noted a similar development. 
 

Investment opportunities: 

M&A activity will most likely be centered on fast-growing activities. Particular 
attention should be given to companies with exposure to the auto and industrial end-
market. Potential takeover targets include the following: CY, ADTI, MXIM, MLNX, 
ON, SMTC, XLNX, ADI, and MRVL. 

 

 
Telecommunication 
 

This sector includes mobile phone companies, internet service providers, and cable and 
satellite companies. 
 

The telecom market’s structure is rapidly changing. In the past, this sector enjoyed 
constant share price appreciation and regular dividend increases. In contrast, today’s 
competition is stiff and consumers benefit from an oversupply; consequently, prices are 
declining. Significantly, the introduction of 5G comes with a huge cost-load that cannot 
quickly be recouped. Its near-monopolistic landline control is long gone, and this has 
fundamentally transformed what was once a defensive sector into a highly cyclical one.  

 

Recent business conditions are little better, as dwindling customers are prone to switching 
their subscriptions. There have been M&A rumors which provided some momentum to the 
market. However, these are only short-term drivers, while the longer-term outlook is not 
promising! Factors such as rising refinancing costs, increased competition within every 
segment of the business (landlines and wireless), and cost-conscious consumers trickle 
down to create a prolonged profit squeeze across the entire sector. 
 

Investment opportunities: 

Consumers express ever-increasing expectations for wireless services, such as better 
connectivity, higher upload and download speeds, more desktop app accessibility 
through mobile phones,  and so on. These customers are willing to pay more for high-
speed access. For operators, the flip side of this demand is that revenues must be 
earned with heavy hardware and software investments. Such large equipment upgrades 
are recurring, and for operators with insufficient subscribers, will ultimately result in 
negative cash-flows. Finally, we note that from a purely technical point of view, the 
telecom sector will experience a reshuffling, from which a new Media sector will 
emerge. Given these factors and until more light is shed on the matter, we prefer to 
remain on the sidelines; customers seeking active exposure should focus their attention 
on ATT, Centurylink, Drillisch, and KPN. 

 
 
 

Composition of investment 
spending 
IT and Healthcare spend on R&D, 
industrials do have mixed utilization, 
while Telecom spends on maintenance! 
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Energy 
 

This sector’s companies undertake exploration, drilling and mining, refining and 
marketing, and the storage and transportation of oil, natural gas and coal. Generally, the 
annual growth in demand for fossil-based energy is around 2%, while output capacity can 
only be increased by 1.8%. As a result, there is structural imbalance between supply and 
demand, and this will result in price spikes from time to time, especially when geopolitical 
tensions exist. 
 
In the wake of the 2014/2015 oil price downturn, a number of smaller operators 
disappeared, and producers have since applied a more prudent expansion policy. The 
disciplined production approach implemented in 2015 has now produced its desired 
result—prices have risen to within the upper level of the price channel for 2016/2020. For 
operators with good quality assets and a sustainable Capex and Opex plan, profitable 
growth can be achieved with barrel prices in the low USD 50’s/bbl. This improved barrel 
price has very much been the performance driver for oil companies. 
 
Relative to the exposure of other sectors, we are over-exposed to the energy sector. 
However, we are closely monitoring different developments around the globe, and while 
we do not expect a sharp turnaround, we do understand that a reversal is possible at any 
time. Despite our caution, we remain bullish and our focus is on producers with strong US 
domestic exposure.  
 
Internationally, in order for us to engage more assets into a region, its GDP needs to 
remain in a constant uptrend for at least three quarters; this is not always the case where 
non-US companies operate. The current barrel price is around USD 75 to USD 80, yet 
interestingly, most energy companies tend to budget their capex with prices around USD 
50 to USD 55. Should barrel price remain higher for a prolonged period of time, one can 
expect an excellent price appreciation potential for most energy companies.  
 
 

Investment opportunities: 

The overall economic conditions are good. The US economy is growing, and 
developing nations will likely need more energy as they improve their infrastructures 
and modernize their economies. New supplies are slow to develop, and when 
combined with strong economic activity, this is price supportive. Although alternative 
energy sources are accelerating their market share (as compared to fossil energy), we 
do not see this as a threat, but rather as an opportunity for the energy sector to 
become cleaner and more efficient. Attractive investment opportunities for the US 
include OXI, APA, and CLR; and for Europe, RDSA, TOTF, and FTI. 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key figures for USA: 

Target values: 
Present fair value S&P 500:  2718 
E12 months value S&P 500:  2850 
Upside potential:  +4.8% 

 
Key economic ratios: 
P/E 2018 (E):  20.1 
P/E 2019 (E):   18.2 
Div. Yield 2018:  1.9 
Div. Yield 2019:  2.0 

 
Most likely next short term move: 
S&P 500  down 
Nasdaq  down 

 
 
Key names to look at: 

Strong intellectual property  
- VISA 
- Mastercard 
 

 
Technology: 
- Microsoft 
- Micron Technology 
- Nvidia 
- Apple 
- IBM 

 
 
Financials: 
- VISA 
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Financial Services 

This sector includes banks, savings-and-loan companies, insurance companies, investment 
managers, brokerage firms, mortgage finance companies, and mortgage real estate 
investment trusts (REITs). This industry sector is the backbone of economic activity; 
however, this comes at the costs of strict regulation and close public scrutiny. 

In the wake of the financial crisis of 2007-2008, financial authorities on both sides of the 
Atlantic implemented some radical changes. However, in the US, a change back to a lighter 
regulatory environment is on its way, which should help improve business conditions. 
Unfortunately, in Europe, the opposite effect is in play.  

That is, the European financial sector continues to be hurt by the regulator, with stricter 
rules such as MiFidII and others. The principal aim of these new requirements is to 
provide better investor protection. However, we doubt that this objective is achievable; the 
increased requirements are merely dislocating the market, with investors being redirected 
to the same old products, but in different packaging. An investment is a transfer of risk; 
that is something the regulator won’t be able to change!   

Recently, financial stocks have been relatively volatile as compared to the past. The 
flattening of the yield curve is one of the major causes of this unpredictability. Global 
geopolitical and political concerns have pushed investors into safe-haven investment 
vehicles such as Treasuries, resulting in a decline of longer-term yields. We consider these 
tensions to be of short-term nature, and we therefore maintain an overweigh on the sector. 
Positive drivers such as strong economic global growth, a solid labor market, and some 
inflation should return positive news to the financial sector in the next 12 months.  

With the overall economy in a mid-to-late cycle status, the challenge for investors is to 
assess data and indicators in order to distinguish between secular developments and data 
changes due to cyclical trends. It is important to note that in many cases, statistical 
changes may be affected by both types of movement, making it more challenging to take 
appropriate action. At present, inflation data is one of one such movement; cyclical trends 
would suggest that the rate of inflation should be much higher, but secular developments 
— mainly new technologies — are more than offsetting the impact of cyclical inflation. 
What are the investment implications of these structural, regulatory and cyclical 
movements?    

Investment opportunities: 

Developments are unlikely to get any easier. It is therefore important to narrow down 
the potential investment universe to companies in which business activity is not 
clearly impacted by end-consumer behavior or exposed in a neutral manner to the 
above concerns. E-Payments is one of the subsectors of interest. It will take a 
significant amount of time for new technologies to disrupt the existing business 
model, because current companies are deeply entrenched in their local merchants and 
clients. Although broad changes do affect end-consumers, buyers will nevertheless 
continue to spend and pay by credit card, debit card, and the like. More importantly, 
because these companies operate worldwide, they are less impacted by regional 
developments. Our key picks: V, MA, PYPL, and ING.
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Consumer Discretionaries 
 

The outlook for consumer spending is solid; consumer confidence is rising globally, 
unemployment rates are declining, and the average disposable household income is 
climbing. Until recently, retailers were relatively cautious about upgrading their outlook. 
There are two reasons for this, both of them rooted in changing consumer behavior: 1) 
consumers are demanding higher quality products and items that better represent their 
lifestyles, and 2) consumers are increasingly turning to e-commerce platforms for 
commoditized items.  
 
Some remarkable statistics have emerged for the US. Specifically, year-over-year retail has 
improved by 4.7%, hourly earnings are up by 2.7% over the last 12 months, and consumer 
confidence is at a 17-year high at 128.0. 
 
Consumer discretionary stocks are among the early movers in a business cycle. Based on 
the solid fundamentals, the consumer discretionary sector should have been 
outperforming the market by far more! Today, however, our concern is that historically, 
consumers become more cautious ahead of interest rate increases. Specifically, research 
from BCA suggests that when the federal funds rate is below the inflation rate and the FED 
is in a hiking cycle, the sector generates a negative annualized return of 8.1% on average.  
 
However, the immediate outlook still suggests prosperity for the sector and in particular, 
for Luxury and Special apparel. These two sub-sectors are less likely to suffer from a 
rapidly changing economic situation. Their key consumers are primarily single, belong to 
the middle-class, or have well above average household revenues to cover a particular 
lifestyle. We do not expect that trade disputes will be an immediate concern for 
consumers—these issues will emerge later. However, rising input prices for energy and 
increasing capital costs could become a more immediate issue for the consumer 
discretionary sector. 
 
 

Investment opportunities: 

Understanding the changing consumer spending paradigm is key! There are strong 
indications—among these, the recent retail sales report—that consumers and 
especially millennials have different spending habits now than they did prior to the 
Great Recession. Given this, we favor UUA, EL, NFLX, N, ADS, and ZAL, among 
others. Fixed income investors may also consider our new certificate, available under 
CH0408529433; it is a 2-year product with annual coupons of 7.56%, paid quarterly. 
Capital guarantee conditions apply for this product; the term-sheet may be 
downloaded here. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 

Key figures for Asia: 

Target values: 
Present fair value MXAPJ:  672 
E12 months value MXAPJ:  725 
Upside potential:  +8% 
 
 

Key economic ratios: 
P/E 2018 (E):  14.4 
P/E 2019 (E):  12.8 
Div. Yield 2018: 2.4 
Div. Yield 2019:                                     2.5 
 
 

Most likely next short term move: 
MXAPJ  down 
 

 
 

Key names to look at: 

- Tencent 
- Alibaba 
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Industrials 
 

The Industrial sector includes activities in aerospace and defense, building products, 
electrical equipment and machinery, as well as transportation, construction and 
engineering services. Over the past few years, the broader manufacturing sector has shown 
important improvements, as illustrated by an ongoing expansion of the PM index. The 
value of the index is now flattening out in the US and has dipped slightly in Europe, but 
still remains in positive territory. The modest decline occurred on the back of concerns 
about a trade war with the US. At this point in time, further downward slide is possible, on 
the back of populist debate. 
 
Regardless of the outcome of a trade war, communities will continue to consume. 
Therefore, the manufacturing sector must enact the necessary reforms today in order to 
deliver tomorrow, whatever future conditions may be. 
 
In recent years, corporate balances have been rebuilt, and most companies are now cash-
rich. This should enable companies to proceed with the investments necessary to upgrade 
to more efficient equipment, so as to balance off potential negative impacts. Along with 
process upgrades, workplaces will be equipped with artificial intelligence (AI).  
 
Research shows that factories equipped with AI tend to show increased human-machine 
collaboration—not less, as most newspaper reports suggest. More importantly, the 
workforce will evolve to higher technical standards, particularly among sales 
representatives, engineers, and managers. At the same time, the number of unskilled job 
openings will decrease.  
 
It is important to understand that right now, future enablers are engaged in intensive 
competition for top talents. These companies show high Opex compared to their Capex; 
therefore, understanding their business transformation model is useful. A perfect example 
of this model is Airbus. For many years, the company invested in the transformation of its 
workforce; it now has an order backlog of more than 10 years. Obviously, greater demand 
for mass transportation was the key for the success, but this wouldn’t have been attainable 
without a talented and evolving workforce. 
 
 

Investment opportunities: 

The absolute sector valuation looks rich, with the average market trading above the 
long-term average, based on strong EPS growth. This reflects investors’ view that the 
sector is capable of positively engaging with ongoing transformations. Preferable 
companies are those with a combination of exposure to improving end-markets and 
favorable company-specific catalysts such as cost-efficiency programs, restructuring, 
acquisitions, and new products with high value add. Therefore, primary attention 
should be given to themes such as e-commerce, energy efficiency, automation, and 
robotics. Names to look at in the US: BA, CAT, DE, FED, and UT; in Europe: Airbus, 
Rheinmetall, Sulzer, Rotork, and Fraport. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allocation of profits: 54 % to growth, 

46 % to shareholders 
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Healthcare 

The healthcare sector includes hospitals, health maintenance organizations (HMOs), and 
healthcare technology and equipment, as well as pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
companies.  

Unlike other sectors, one can observe a clear distinction between mature companies and 
companies wherein activity ranges from early R&D to GTM3 with their initial product. 
While balance sheets are rock solid for mature companies, they are more unpredictable for 
developing companies. There are several reasons for this: developing companies, mostly 
within biotechnology, depend on Venture Capital; R&D absorbs most of their resources; 
and they are most often mono-product companies. Therefore, investing in this type of 
company with a binary outcome can prove hazardous. We also observe that in the past, 
neither group of companies focused on the sort of IT spending that contributes to sweeping 
business changes. 

Still, there are low-risk opportunities in the healthcare sector that take advantage of the 
rapidly shifting paradigm toward increased attention on process flow management. In 
recent years, healthcare services and technology companies have focused on managing 
medical costs and quality, as well as on increasing the effectiveness of administrative 
functions. Overall, the healthcare sector invests an aggregate of about USD 250 million per 
annum on intellectual property, in order to achieve systemic changes from within.  

According to a McKinsey report, the 2016 US healthcare services and technology market 
had an aggregate EBITDA of roughly USD 35 billion. By 2021, the size of this market is 
expected to be about USD 50 billion. Therefore, the average growth rate for this sub-sector 
is expected to be in the region 6.1% p.a. We note that two groups of companies engaged in 
this sub-sector are expected to generate well-above-average growth rates. Their business 
activities are centered around the following two categories: 1) Data, analytics, and 
information services (expected CAGR of 16-18%); and 2) Software, platforms, and 
technology (expected CAGR of 10-12%).   

Successful healthcare service and technology companies share up to three common 
characteristics: 1) readiness to accept risks while sharing outcome, 2) inclination to 
undertake real investments with a long-term objective in order to maximize value, and 3) 
willingness to disrupt their own market, therefore becoming an increasingly integrated 
player. How does this impact our investment selections? 

Investment opportunities: 

While regulatory uncertainties will continue across the entire healthcare sector, we 
believe the sub-sector of Healthcare Services will be the least affected. Companies 
moving away from the conventional fee-for-service business model are highly 
disrupting the sector’s traditional approach. Underwriting outcomes is a new service 
in a Biotechnology start-up that we consider to be a rewarding investment, while 
carrying less risk. Companies acting in this field include eviCore, AIM, Specialty 
Health, naviHealth, CareCentrix, and myNexus. Some of these offer comprehensive 
suite of services; for instance, they might bundle products. We believe this activity is 
highly lucrative and that any investment success is less related to a binary R&D 
outcome.

3 GTM = Go to market 

Where does EBITDA expansion take 

place in the healthcare sector? 
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Utilities 
 

This sector includes companies generating, distributing, and trading with electric, gas and 
water. It also compasses companies that produce electricity using renewable resources. 
 
This industry sector is exposed to strong and lasting fundamental changes—society’s 
demand for cleaner energy sources has opened a structural transition period, which we 
expect to persist for more than a decade. In the end, this transformation will be beneficial 
for both the sector and consumers. Today, we are in the early stage of this period. 
Companies with the financial and balance sheet flexibility to invest in these trends should 
experience superior growth in the coming years. However, superior growth does not 
immediately translate into superior earnings growth, since the Capex and Opex 
investments are also important.  
 
In the past, equities of this sector were used as proxy to launch bond-like investment 
vehicles. However, the risk characteristics of these investment instruments are much 
different than plain vanilla bonds. We suggest that investors refrain from rushing into the 
utilities sector, as we could see a repeat of the sharp reversals seen recently. A renewed 
value adjustment could occur for the following three reasons: 1) unexpected higher rates of 
inflation, 2) regulatory news flow (market valuations are highly sensitive to these during 
transitional periods), and 3) political pressure to keep power prices (productions, 
distribution, amortization, and the building up of reserves for future investments) below 
their effective costs. A perfect example of this last case is seen in France, where power 
prices run about 25% below the effective cost 
 
In spite of the recent adjustments, some of the fundamentals in the utilities sector have 
perked up. BCA Research has reported that electricity production is rising, while their 
valuation indicator has corrected out of overvalued territory. Still, these positives don’t 
overcome the negatives in our minds, as valuations have not progressed to undervalued 
levels. In addition, positive global PMIs like those we’ve recently seen have historically 
tended to lead to underperformance in the utilities sector. 
 
 

Investment opportunities: 

The recent spike in volatility may have encouraged investors to seek the perceived 
safety of the utilities sector, but we continue to believe that this is not the right move. 
A growing economy and rising interest rates don’t make for utilities performance, and 
we therefore believe underperformance will likely continue. For those who still wish 
to seek exposure to the sector, it may be opportune to consider the following names: 
in Europe, Centrica, Fortum, E.On, and RWE; in the US, American Water Works, 
DTE Energy, Excelon, Nextera Energy. 
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Foreign exchange 

Currencies 
 

A weaker flash PMI and the political instability in Spain and Italy have undermined the FX 

pair EUR/USD, which lost 10.84 % during the quarter of review. Given the slow healing 

process, we expect that EUR/USD is likely to correct into the range of 1.10 - 1.15, before 

plateauing at 1.20 - 1.25. 

 

We maintain a constructive view on the pair (EUR/USD) for the following reasons: 

- Purchase Power Parity (PPP) is at 1.28/1.29 
- Italian and Spanish political crises to be resolved by beginning of summer, 

with potential holdovers to disappear progressively over time  
 

 

Energy/Commodities 
 

Crude oil: Our base case scenario does not anticipate any major negative geopolitical 
event. For this reason, we believe that oil prices will not increase much from current levels. 
Provided OPEC can lift output by the announced 600,000 barrels per day, prices for crude 
could presumably correct by about 10%.  

Iron ore: The Chinese economy is slowing, yet demand from the rest of the world 
remains constant. The stronger USD is certainly generating some negative headwinds for 
the market; more importantly, potential trade union demands and labor strikes could 
change the market substantially. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Target values in 3 months: 
EUR/USD:  1.1250 - 1.1750 
GBP/USD:  1.3000 - 1.3500 
USD/CHF:  0.9750 - 1.00 
 

Target values in 12 months: 
EUR/USD:  1.20 - 1.25 
GBP/USD:  1.30 - 1.35 
USD/CHF:  1.00 - 1.05 
 

Purchase power parities: 
EUR/USD:  1.28 
GBP/USD:  1.55 
USD/CHF:  1.00 
EUR/CHF:  1.24 

 

Most likely next move: 
EUR/USD down 
GBP/USD down 
USD/CHF down 

Target values in 3 months: 
Oil:   $75 - $80 
Gold:   $1,300 
 

Target values in 12 months: 
Oil:   $60 - $70 
Gold:   $1,400 
 

Upside potentials: 
S&P GSCI  down 
Oil   down 
Gold   down 
 

Next most likely move: 
S&P GSCI  flat 
Oil   flat 
Gold   flat 
 

Commodity related stocks: 
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Asset Allocation Preferences – July, 2018 

Sector Region Fundamental Risk/Reward Investment case 

Basic 
Materials 

Americas The US administration-initiated trade war is not just a bluff, and its ramifications may extend well beyond general expectations. If it continues, 

the materials sector is expected to suffer most. However, we are still in the early stages and will keep monitoring progress. Europe 

EM 

Consumer  Americas Improved ROI and ROE are the results of self-help strategies; these are leading to either a new cycle of M&A or to cash-return (share buy 

backs) strategies for investors. Staples Europe 

EM 

Consumer  Americas Based on a bottom-up scenario, Consumer Discretionaries are the main beneficiaries of the US tax deal. This is because a lower tax rate will 

increase the purchasing power of consumers, while the low- to middle-classes have had the most significant wage-pickup in the last decade. Disc. Europe 

EM 

Energy Americas Up- and down-stream operators remain disciplined in terms of developing new projects, and there is also an absolute drive for higher 

efficiency. The sector is therefore expected to deliver significant cash-flow growth. With upstream increase capacity limited to a little less than 

1% p.a. and long-term demand exceeding that, energy prices are set to increase, which is supportive for companies active in this sector.    
Europe 

EM 

Healthcare Americas The sector suffers from relatively poor earnings dynamics and higher refinancing costs. After considerable underperformance for the past 

quarters, valuations have become more attractive. The healthcare sector will probably escape from any trade war sanctions. Investors should 

focus on healthcare service and technology companies, as they enjoy higher and more stable EBITDA ratios.
Europe 

EM 

Financial  Americas Improving economic growth across the globe, driven largely by still-healthy US consumers, is set to provide a good backdrop for financial 

services stocks overall. The main beneficiaries can be found within the segment of diversified financials as they benefit from the secular shift 

(online payments framework, which enables capital optimization potential).
Services Europe 

EM 

Industrials Americas Fundamentals are optimal for sector-based capex. The last reporting cycle has confirmed the sector’s engagement in this sense. This does not 

come as a surprise, since the global recovery is well advanced and has, historically speaking, one of the highest synchronization levels. Still, we 

see subsectors where more potential exists, such as natural gas transformation and the general transportation sector. 
Europe 

EM 

IT Americas This sector’s companies recently experienced significant volatility; although the sector’s key areas (e.g., IIOT, connectivity, etc.) remain fully 

intact, we nevertheless expect volatility to remain high. The sector is currently trading with a Fwd PE of close to 18. This is in line with average 

premiums over the past two decades. Software and service companies are our preferred play, as they take advantage of recurring revenues. 
Europe 

EM 

Telecom. Americas Telecommunication is a capital-intensive business; therefore, the most recent underperformance can be attributed to rising interest rates and 

still stiff competition for new customers. Given that a new infrastructure deployment is in the works (upgrade to 5G), we would not expect the 

sector to suddenly start outperforming in a market-neutral environment. 
Europe 

EM 

Utilities Americas Near-term attractiveness of the sector is not a given, due to the favorable interest outlook. Longer-term investors can focus on companies that 

are challenging the present set-up of merely  “providing a utility” to end-consumers. However, these developments are mostly still in an 

embryonic state. 
Europe 

EM 
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 Disclaimer 

This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or 
recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information 
purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No 
representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete 
statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. IRISOS SA does not undertake that investors will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any 
investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence in making their investment decisions. The report should 
not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment.  

IRISOS SA will closely monitor investments; it may, however, decide to cease doing so at its own discretion and without any previous notice. The analysis contained herein is based on 
numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results.  

The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products, and futures are not suitable for all investors, and 
trading in these instruments is considered risky. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or 
income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report.  

Neither IRISOS SA nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this report. Any prices stated in this 
report are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other instruments. There is no representation that any transaction can or could have been 
effected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect a theoretical model-based valuation and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions, by any other source, may 
yield substantially different results. 

Sources: 
Analysis and comments: Bloomberg, Reuters, Natixis, UBS, BNP-Parisbas 
Data and graphical items: Bloomberg, Reuters 
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